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ABSTRACT: 
 
 The main purpose of the project is to enhance the accuracy of job and minimized human errors. And the time required to 

complete job is reduced. Number of pipes and pipe length can be set. Presence of pipe will be detected. The cutter is not 

actually shown in project. In this we are using encoder to give a particular size. Proximity sensor is used to detect the presence 

of pipe. One cannot take the cutter in hand and do the cutting job continuously with precise measurement that is this type of 

instrumentation is used. This project can be remotely handled from any location using wifi. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
 

Automation One cannot take the cutter in hand and do the cutting job continuously with precise measurement that is   

this type of instrumentation is used. It’s main components are VFD, Three phase motor, Encoder, PLC, Wifi router, 

Encoder detect the rotation of the mechanical assembly through which pipe is passes. Output of the encoder is connected 

to the PLC which give control signal to the VFD which turn in to the selection of pipe length. According to the number 

of pipes, set point is given to the PLC. As well as proximity sensor senses the presence of pipe at the cutter platform 

which stop the process if the pipe is not present at the platform. To increase efficiency we passes two pipes rather than 

one 

SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY:  

                PLC take input from the remotely operated devices then proximity sensor sense the presence of pipe And give 

signal to PLC then PLC turn on the VFD to operate motor. In mechanical assembly there is a encoder which give encoder 

output to High speed counter in PLC which can measure the particular length of pipe. Then PLC give signal to VFD to start 

or stop the motor. At particular distance PLC make the cutter turn on. 
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Fig. Automatic pipe cutting machine 

 
 

 Proximity Sensor: proximity sensor is a sensor able to detect presence of near by object without any physical contact 

proximity sensor create electromagnetic field or electromagnetic beam and changes in the field or return signal. Using this 

phenomenon we can detect the presence of pipe. This signal is given as input to PLC to turn on motor. 

 
 PLC: In this project we used PLC SiemensS7-1200 version :V2.2 it work on 24VDC power supply with DI14*24VDC 

Sink/Source, DQ10*24VDC and AI2 on board; 6high speed counters. PROFINET interface for programming , HMI and 

PLC to PLC communication. the input from PLC is Encoder output, proximity output, auto- manual switch, encoder 

Reset.PLC output relay card is VFD START, cutter ON, Encoder RESET. 

 

VFD: VFD is variable frequency drive is used to adjust the speed and torque of motor by varying input frequency and 

voltage. VFD is used for small as well as largest application like mine mill drive and compressor. 

 
 Switch Mode Power Supply (SMPS):  SMPS is effective source of power.Basically it is device in which energy 

conversion and regulation is provided. It provide variable supply to different components in project. 

 

 RELAY CARD:  It is electromagnetic device used for switching purpose. It work on the principle of electromagnetic 

attraction and repulsion. With the help of relay card we can on and off output devices. In this project we can use 8 

channel relay card. Using relay card we can operate VFD START, cutter ON, Encoder RESET.

CONCLUSION:  

                Thus programmable logic controller is played important role in our concept. All actions are required for 

making potato chips are controlled by programmable logic controller. Finally we successfully maintain the quality of 

chips and reduced man power, programmable logic controller makes the process more reliable flexible and consistent. 

Due to PLC we can easily change the sequence of operation when we needed by changing programming language. 
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